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Introduction
Recent findings have linked BMI in girls with thoracic
adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) to skeletal asym-
metries of the spine and upper arm.

Purpose
The aim of this study in healthy adolescents is to evaluate
the association between BMI and back shape asymmetry,
termed here TA.

Methods and materials
A group of 5953 adolescents, ages 11-17 years (2939 boys
and 3014 girls) were examined in a school screening pro-
gram using two standard positions: standing forward
bending (FB) and seated forward bending. TA was evalu-
ated in both positions using a Pruijs scoliometer which
measured the angle of trunk inclinations (ATIs) across the
back at each of three regions: thoracic, thoracolumbar and
lumbar. An abnormal ATI was defined as being beyond 2
standard deviations from the mean for region, age, gender
and position, and this was termed severe TA. Each child
was assigned to a relatively lower or relatively higher BMI
group using a median value of BMI by age and sex. The sit-
ting FB position is thought to express intrinsic TA free
from extrinsically-induced effects of any leg-length ine-
quality.

Results
In the sitting FB position relatively lower BMIs, after cor-
recting for age, are associated with a greater number of
severe TAs than with relatively higher BMIs in both boys
(thoracolumbar and lumbar regions) and girls (thoraco-
lumbar region).

Conclusion
It appears that body fat, BMI, menarche and TA have
mechanisms in common during development. BMI is a
surrogate measure for body fat and circulating leptin lev-
els. We suggest, analogously to a recently suggested
hypothesis for AIS pathogenesis, that severe TA is caused
by a genetically-determined selectively increased hypoth-
alamic sensitivity to leptin mediated via the sympathetic
NS as an adverse response, exacerbated by lower circulat-
ing leptin levels probably associated with relatively lower
BMIs. This hypothalamic functional asymmetry is
expressed phenotypically via the sympathetic NS acting
bilaterally to produce left-right asymmetry in ribs and/or
vertebrae leading to severe TA when beyond the capacity
of postural mechanisms of the somatic NS to control the
shape distortion of the trunk. A test of the hypothesis
involving skin sympathetic responses is suggested. Signif-
icance: TA, BMI and menarche are related in healthy ado-
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lescents. Lower BMIs, are associated with TAs and possibly
AIS, [1,2].
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